
WHY ?
Tamper-Resistance Rat Bait Station

TRBS XW
Several different type of Rodenticide bait
containers or “Bait Station” are used in
the pest management industry, we called
it Tamper-Resistance Rat Bait Station or
TRBS. TRBS may be apply at internal or
external of the building for public area,
large commercial food store, grocery
store, shopping mall, zoological, food
processing plant, pharmaceutical facilities
and warehouse.

The purpose of TRBS is apply rodenticide
in a location out of reach of public,

children, pets, and non target wildlife. This TRBS must be locked the rodenticide from public and resistance
to the destruction by dogs and children under 6 years old age. And the second reason is TRBS create a food
stock to long term supply slow action rodenticide to the rats.

TRBS XW is using Polypropylene material with the size 240mm Length X 215mmwidth X 97mm Height.
560gm in weight. It can last for sun light UV attack for 2 years every day.

Silk Screen Label is available for replace
Traditional sticker to record the company
Name, contact number, number of station
and other detail for previous pest
Management services.

The writing on the Silk Screen Label is able to
be wiped off gentle with alcohol and tissue.

TRBS XW come along with key and bracket to lock it self on
wall or on the ground.
The bracket is to make sure the location of TRBS XW has been
installed at the proper places and not allow it move away from
the wall. Otherwise can’t attract rodent go in the station.

The distance of each station is 5 to 7 meter apart for the 1st and
2nd defenses, depend how big the building. And 3 to 5 meters

apart in the 3rd defence inside the building. Each entrance of the
building is needed to place 2 TRBS on the left and right.



When the rodent population going down and monitoring purpose need to be applied, mechanical trap is
able to fix into TRBS XW. It also suitable to apply at sensitive area like center of food processing plant.

Glue Board is available for TRBS XW. For the places need to be washed the floor, Plastic Folding glue board
is a perfect match. It using recycle material and will be thermal decompose under sun light.


